Introduction
Why B-Physics ? -or -Where is all the Anti-Matter?
naive expectation: equal amounts of matter and anti-matter from the Big Bang, but... for example, no annihilation radiation seen in γ-rays from space, or search primordial He so far without positive results... 
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Discovery
SM-Spacehab
Sensitivity to New Physics in the B-Sector -Introduction
Zakharov's Conditions
The necessary conditions to explain the matter dominance of the universe are:
1. C-and CP-violation 2. baryon-number violation 3. thermal non-equilibrium
Standard Model:
C-and CP-violation exist in CKM-sector baryon-number violation via Spalerons and thermal non-equlibrium can be created in a 1st order phase transition during the early universe Problem:
The SM-Higgs particle is too heavy to generate the 1st order phase transition and the CP-violation in the CKM-sector is too small to explain the matter dominance of the universe § extra sources of CP violation are needed § "New Physics" expected in CP-violation measurements
CP Violation Observables
CP-Asymmetry A CP for decays into a final state y:
with partial widths
Consider mixing induced CP-violation in decays to a CP-eigenstate y = y CP :
The contributing amplitudes are:
with phase factors phase from the decay: ω mixing phase: φ § A CP = − sin(∆mt) sin(φ − 2ω)
CKM Matrix and Unitarity Triangle
Standard Model: All phases arise from CKM Matrix elements 
note also that a degenerate mass spectrum would yield: V = 1 § a non-trivial matrix V is connected to the mass problem § Precision measurements of CKM matrix go beyond the Higgs search in addressing the problem of the origin of particle masses
Probing New Physics § classification of decays according to leading order SM-contributions: Probing New Physics § classification of decays according to leading order SM-contributions:
§ low sensitivity to new physics § sensitive to NP contributions for example...
Sensitivity to New Physics in the B-Sector -Probing New Physics
Search strategies for New Physics compare measurements which are insensitive to new physics with measurements of the same quantity from a decay channel that is sensitive to new physics
using U-spin symmetry to extract penguin contributions study observables which have a small expectation value in the standard model
compare UT from length and angle measurements Note:
The discussion here focuses on mixing induced CP-violation. In addition also direct CP-violation can be measured, with usually different sensititivity to New physics...
Sensitivity to New Physics in the B-Sector -Probing New Physics
Phenomenology of different decay channels from R. Fleischer hep-ph/0505018v1
Interpretation of results
generic Lagrangian containing New Physics:
NP for example to FCNC processes § Analysis: 
Characteristics of B-Physics at LHC
Kinematics of b-quark production:
Challenges to the detector:
) !) 
B-Physics program of LHCb
CP violation studies as ATLAS and CMS access to all angles in many decay modes using lepton and hadron triggers making use of excellent particle identification B s oscillations up to ∆m s ∼ 68ps −1 sufficient rate to study also rare decays into di-muons § discuss a few channels in more detail...
Sensitivity to New Physics in the B-Sector -Selected Channels
The Decay B if ATLAS/CMS find NP, then also LHCb will see it if ATLAS/CMS find nothing, then LHCb may be able to constrain the search LHCb is optimized for B-Physics § full physics potential from day-1 of LHC § precision measurements of couplings § "worst case" will be precision measurements of CKM matrix ATLAS/CMS are general purpose detectors § able to run at high luminosities § complemeting B-Physics program e.g. in rare decays
Sensitivity to New Physics in the B-Sector -Summary
